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FOREWORD

This report covers the in-house development and use of a star scene
simulator employed in Project 7660-03-18 in support of the SAS II program
for the Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO) and the Electronic
Systems Division (ESD) of the Air Force Systems Command .

Major contributions in the form of technical suggestions were pro-
vided by G. 0. Sauerman and J. W. Leahey of the MITRE Corporation including
the concept of using fiber optics to obtain a simulated star field.
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I .  INTRODUCTION

General Backg roun d

Since 1958 the Air Force has been responsibl e for detection , tracking
and i dentification of orbiting space objects which are potentially a military
threat to the United States. Various techniques and systems, radar and optical
exist and are in operational use. Also , since 1958, the AF Avionics Laboratory
has been engaged in the development of television sensors for use in detecting
faint point-source objects against the night sky, thus addressing this space
surveillance mission. There is a continuing challenge to operational capabi-
lities as improved military space systems present more formidabl e surveillance
probl ems . Earth-synchronous satellites , for example , involve greater slant
ranges and reduced possibility for optical and radar detection.

One promising method of satellite detection is to employ a television
sensor with a wide field-of-view telescope (10 _30). The telescope may be
dri ven siderially, fixing the stars in the sensor field of view. Satellites
will then appear as a moving point source against the array of fixed stellar
point-sources. The objective of work reported here was to determine the per-
formance of camera tubes used in conjunction with various analog and digita l
signal processing schemes so as to discriminate satellite targets whose appa-
rent motion against the star field is relatively low and whose brightness is
equalled or exceeded by many background stars and an overall background illu-
mination of the night sky.

The camera tube evaluation was carried out using AFAL-owned telescopes .
The costs of such an evaluation are hi gh (up to $l ,000/hr), mainly due to the
operating costs of the telescope and observatory. In an effort to decrease
the testing costs, the concept of the star-scene simulator was evolved . mi -
tially it was planned that all reportable data would be taken with a telescope
against the real sky and that the simulator would be used only for camera ad-
justment. During the initial part of the camera evaluation , many operating
hours are spent optimizing the camera and assuring that the control s of the
experiment and measurement techn iq ues are known and understood. Thi s does not
require absolutel y known point-source intensities or telescope motion , and can
conveniently be done In a darkened room during daylight or cloudy weather.
Clear nights can then be used to maximum efficiency on actua l stellar or space
targets.

Early Simul ator Work

Initial work on the simulator was to simulate the focal plane of the
C1oudcrof~ 48” telescope. The television system to be evaluated was the
IVK- 531-I’V , a slow-scan (1 sec or 1/4 sec per frame), 650-line per frame,
doubly-Intensified vidicon camera . The main requirement was to produce a
number of point-sources whose point-Intensity contrast with the background
could be as high as 106. Th~ point-sources were thus required to range inIntensity over a range of 100, but there was no requirement to have bright
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and faint points at the same time . The points were requi red , however , to be
smaller in area than a resolution element of the camera system.

The problem of obtaining small sources over a range of brightne sses
while keeping the size less than the sensor resolution capability has been
tackled in several ways in earlier studies . We considered use of small re-
flecting specular spheres (ball bearings of different sizes), as had been
used in a star-scene simulator by Northrop (Ref. 1). This would have entailed
a simulator too large for portability , since it was intended to ship the simu-
lator to Cloudcroft when testing was to be done in New Mexico. Use of indi-
vidua l light sources such as LED’s which would have been too expensive , although
LED’s might have allowed the additional simulation of star scintillation by
modulating the input voltage to the LED. The use of actual photographic plates
of star fields was considered but the dynamic range of such systems is limi ted
by the properties of the photographic plate density. Above a dynami c range of
l0~ the photographic image size increases to record a bright star. A better
approach was adopted from the MITRE Corporation , which was at this time fabri-
cating a star scene simulator for the Ground Electro-Optical Deep-Space Sur-
veillance System (GEODSS) project at the Electronic Systems Division (ESO),
using fiber optics to obtain a star-to-background contrast unattainable with
photographic plates . Ref. 2 to 4 discuss the MITRE and an earlier device.

MITRE had experienced some difficulty in the fabrication of an array of
glass fibers in that the relatively small (2 mil) glass fibers broke easily
when handled. Therefore, we decided to use larger fibers of plastic although
this meant that the whole array would then have to be physically larger. The
simulated point source array was then imaged onto the detector with sufficient
reduction so that the Imaged fiber diameter must be less than one sensor reso-
lution element to assure point-source simulation. Thus , in the interest of
ease of handling and of economy, DuPont Crofon fibers were used rather than
glass . Since Crofon is a plastic, it better withstands flexure . Crofon has
the disadvantage of non-uniform spectral transmission (see Figure 1), but this :1
was not considered a serious problem since the simulator was to be calibrated
to a “bal l park” val ue only . Ref. 5 compares plastic fibers vs glass.

The large size of the Crofon fibers (10 mil) required an array format of
10 x 10 inches. This format was also selected due to the availability of a
surplus light box formerly used for camera calibration of the FSR-2 television
sensors in the earlier Passive Optical Surveillance System (POSS) developed by
ESD. Initially th~ fibers were cue to approximately 1 inch bl ength and inserted
in a 1/2 inch thick balsa wood board that was 10 x 10 inches . All fibers were
illuminated evenly from the rear, and the illumination was changed to obtain
different point-source intensities as shown in Fi gure 2. There were observable
non-unifo rmities in the brightness of individual fibers. This was attributed
to the fact that the fibers had been cut with scissors , causing the fiber ends
to shatter unevenly and therefore have i rregular ends . It was also suspected
that the fibers , which had been placed in the board by hand , were not ortho-
gonal to the board whi ch would also produce fiber-to-fiber brightness
vari ati ons.
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No attempt was made to introduce a general background illumination
between the fibers at this stage , since no calibrated measurements were to be
made . There were sufficient light leaks in the light box to allow a low level
of even illumination to be reflected from the front of the balsa board even
though the board was painted flat black.

This simple simulator proved to be a valuable aid in the initial setup
of the IVK-531-I2V and in developing measurement techniques for point-source
television sensors. This success, coupled with the growing importance of
evaluating MTI devices in particular tactical situations (e.g., a faint satel-
lite passing in front of a bri ght star or in front of a sequence of stars),
which are difficult to obtain in the real worl d and impossible to dupl i cate
repetitively for any system test, resulted in the elaboration of the device
into a calibrated simulator which would include a simulated satellite moving
in the field.

In the upgraded simulator would be the additional requirement to pro-
duce both bright and faint point sources at the same time . It was decided to
use f iber  optics as in the early version for the same reasons as before, but
the requirement of both bright and faint points imposed new restrictions on
their use. Since the faintest operational visual magnitude under consideration
was m~ 18, it was necessary to simulate to at least that magnitude. In tactical
problems it was required to simulate a m~ 1 star also. This required provision
for at least two fibers wi th a difference in brightness of 17 visual magnitudes,
or a factor of 6 X 106.

II. THE OPOS SIMULATOR SYSTEM

In the calibrated simulator it is desirable that a representative popu-
lation of stars be simulated both in numbers and relative brightness. Since
at the ti me of the simulator design the field-of-view of the final system was
undetermi ned (between 1/2° and 100 on a side), the number and brightness of
the stars could not be determi ned. it is known , however, that over the range
of my 4 to my 18 the number of stars of brightness + 1/2 magnitude of a given
stellar magnitude is 2.4 + 0.4 times the number of stars of one stellar magni-
tude lesser (see Table I) This suggests that the simulated field-of-view need
not be specified at the time of design of the s imula to r , but only that the stars
of a given brightness in the simulator be 2.4 times as numerous as those 1
stellar magnitude brighter. It should be noted that stellar brightness popu-
lations per square degree are strongly dependent on the Galactic Lati tude ,
varying by a factor of 4 or more for stars fainter than m~ 5.

Since this relationship holds over a wide range of brightness values and
since the field-of-view to be simulated had not yet been specified , it was
decided to make each bundle of fibers representing one magnitude about 2.4 times
as populous as the preceding bundle and fix the assignment of brightnesses of
each bundle as required. This gave the simulator added versatility .

3 
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TABLE I

Number of stars per square degree with brightness m~+l/2 to mv-l/2; numbersare mean of all Galactic Latitudes ; data are from Astrophysical Quantiti es ,
Allen , 3rd Edition , page 245.

m~ 10 + logN N Nm /Nm

0 5.9
1 6.5 3.2X10 4 4.0
2 7.14 l. 4Xl0 3 4.4
3 7.69 4.9X1O 3 3.5
4 8.25 .018 3.7
5 8.70 .050 2.8
6 9.15 .141 2.8
7 9.60 .398 2.8
8 10.03 1.07 2.7
9 10.47 2.95 2.8
10 10.94 8.71 2.95
11 11.34 21.9 2.51
12 11.77 58.9 2.7
13 12.15 141 2.39
14 12.53 339 2.40
15 12.91 813 2.39
16 13.24 1738 2.13
17 13.54 3467 1.99
18 13.84 6918 1.99
19 14.02 10,471 1.51
20 14.25 17 ,782 1.7
21 14.5 31 ,623 1.78



In a realistic simulati on the probability of very bright stars being
in the field-of-view is less than one , even when wide fields are used. How-
ever , one of each of the brightest nine magnitudes was included in the field
but wi th these fibers widely separated. In order to avoid the necessity of
having thousands of individ ual fibers over the entire field for the faintest
magnitudes , the two faintest magnitudes were distributed over only the central
2 X 2 inches on the 10 X 10-inch array with the appropriate fiber densities
per square inch.

In addition to the 18 primary bundles of fibers there is a bundle of
121 fibers on 1—inch centers distributed over the entire 10 X 10— inch field.
This coordinate array is helpful in locating particular stars with measured
brightness ratios and in checking the distortions in the optical and electro-
optical systems . The fiber populations in the bundle are given in Table II.

The concept to be used in fixing the assignment of brightnesses of the
bundles Is as follows : given the field of view to be simulated , Figure 3
shows the visual magnitude having 440 stars per field-of-view as a function
of the field-of-view. The brightness of bundle number 16 , containing 440
stars , will be calibrated at the image plane to produce the proper illumination
for the required field-of-view and aperture (discussed later).

It should be noted that when bundle 16 is assigned a visual magnitude
from Figure 3, the simulation of fainter stars extends only 2 magnitud es below
that assigned value . From Figure 3,when simulating a 0.5° X 0.5° field of view ,
bundle 16 simulates my 16. The simulation then ends at my 18. In practice ,
this has not proved a hindrance since the optical systems under investigation
would generally not see more than 3000 stars per field of view , no matter what
the field of view . The density of the faintest bundle is 3500 stars per field ,
although this density is only simulated in the central area .

Figure 4 shows the enti re star field without the 121-element dot array .
It should be noted that for the illustration of the whole field , the neutral -
density filters were reduced to bring up the faintest stars and the brightest
stars were dimmed to match the response of the film used and thus obtain a
picture of the whole field without excessive halation of the bright stars.

All fibers have some losses in transmission , and a good part of this
loss escapes from the cladding . In addition , light can enter the cladding and —

be transmitted down the fiber. The fibers thus exhibit some crosstalk. If
only one percent of the energy in the brighter fiber escaped through the clad-
ding (which is an acceptable figure for most fiber optic applications) and if
the two fi bers had a 1% coupling efficiency (1% of the light escaping from the
brighter fiber reached the fainter one (this is optimistic since we are interested
in bright and faint pairs so the fibers will be close)) and the cladding on the
fainter fiber admitted only 1% of the light striking it , then crosstalk would
cause the fainter fiber to be two visual magnitudes brighter than it shoul d be.

An outer cladding for the fibers had to be found. Most petroleum-based
paints sprayed on the fibers tended to craze the outer plastic cladding ,

5
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TABLE II

Number of
Fibers In Number of Fibers

Bundle Number Total Field in Central Field

1 1 1
2 1
3 1
4 1 1

5 1
6 1
7 1
8 1 1
9 1

10 2
11 5 1
12 13 1
13 34 1
14 83 3
15 197 8
16 114 18
17 76 76
18 140 140
19 121 (dot array) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 
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destroying the transmission properties of the fibers and sometimes making the
fi bers brittle. One nearly-finished array of 4000 fibers , sepa rated into 18
bundles , was inadvertently destroyed when painted with the wrong paint.
Finally, 3M’ s Nextel (registered trademark) was discovered to be best. This
is a flat-black , anti-reflection paint and has the additional advanta ge of
trapping what little light does leak into the area between the transmission
fibers . The paint itself , however , is brittle when dry , so the fibers must
be set in the array before coating ,or the paint will flake off.

The spectral transmission of the fibers still posed a problem , as
mentioned before . This was overcome by making all calibrations behind the
lens with a photometer whose spectral response matched the camera s to be
tested. Since it is a requirement of the present tests to know the camera
response to a point source with a color temperature approximating 6000°K and
any simulator would have to use a 2845°K l amp or similar l ower temperature
source , compensation would have to be made in the calibration for the source
spectral distri bution anyway . The fiber spectral transmission is simply in-
cluded in the compensation .

The l amp source chosen was a single source illuminating all the bundles
of fibers , each bundl e representing one magnitude , with calibrated neutral
density filters in front of each bundle to attenuate the light to the proper
val ue . This is believed to be an improvement over the MITRE concept of using
one l amp for each bundle. It has the advantage that only one calibration
measurement is required to set up the whole system, providing that the neutra l
density filters of each bundle have been previously established relative to
one another. Fig. 5 depicts the general simulator l ayout.

Background Illumination

In the calibrated simulator a background , or faint , even overall illu -
mi nation , is superimposed on the star field. A bundle of 100 fibers conducts
the light from the filter block to an array with two ground-glass diffusers
to produce the even illumination. Any “hot spots ” in the background illumination
are minimized by the fact that the background array is out-of- focus at the camera
image plane. It was felt that using the same source for the stars and back-
ground would yield a simpler and more repeatable calibration since the back-
ground would be attenuated wi th the same type of neutral density filters.
Fur ther , if the brightness of the lamp did vary , then both the stars and the
background would vary with it , maintaining a constant ratio of brightness be-
tween the stars and the background. The 1 00-fiber bundle can be broken up into
sections and illuminated wi th varying amounts of light to produce uneven back-
ground illumination should that be required.

The combining glass first used for providing the background and for
introducing a simulated satellite (discussed later) was at first common window
glass. This caused many multiple images . In the interests of economy , a full
anti-reflection coating was not employed. One side was eventuall y coated , re-
suiting in a secondary image of the simulated satellite displaced twice the
glass thickness from the initial image and fainter by a factor of about 200.
This system was acceptable for all testing.

7 
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Moving Point (Dynamic Satellite ) Simulation

A simulated satellit e image was superimposed on the star-field image
by using a second combining glass. The satellite source is mounted on an X-Y
positioner to simulate its motion . The satellite must be able to range in
brightness from my 5 to my 18. This is accomplished by stringing one fiber
from the filter blocks and using the same methods of varying the illumination
into the fiber as has been used for the stars. This yields a constant-
brightness , calibrated satellite , but there is no provision for simulating a
rotating satellite . It is of definite interest in the tests of Mu devices
to evaluate performance when the diffuse reflection of a satellite is below
the detection threshold but it periodically flashes above the threshold.
Therefore, a second satellite source was incorporated that was simulated by
an LED. The second satellite moves with the first one , since the LED is
mounted on the X-Y positioner adjacent to the constant brightness satellite
fiber. Previous satellite simulators had incorporated an incandescent l amp
as a source, but the risetime and falltime of most l amps is too slow to simu-
late typical satellite signatures . An alternate method described in Ref 1 is
to illuminate a revolving model of the spacecraft. This required complex
optics and accurate , small models. The cho i ce of an LED met the requirement
that the satellite variation in brightness could have risetimes on the order
of 1 ms and flash durations on the order of 1 ms. Flashlamps or rotating
polari zation filters were considered , but the requirement for diffuse as well
as abrupt variations ruled these out.

The LED does have a color which is distinctly different from that of a
spacecraft, but this seems unimportant in the production of a dynami c target as
long as the sensor photo surface is sensitiv e to the output. The LED does not
have a great dynamic range between minimum turn-on vol tage and maximum permi s-
sibl e voltage. In order to provide greater control of the average brightness
the LED is pulse-width modulated. The LED is driven with an excitation from a
free-running oscillator of between 3000 Hz and 30 KHz. The width of the pulse
is modulated to produce variations in the “diffuse ” brightness. This has
worked quite well since all of the sensors under test have an integration time
of at least 1/30 sec. The 3000-Hz pulsation appears in the sensor readout as
a constant brightness . Since the running frequency is about 100 times the
fastest sample time of the TV sensor , then the greatest variation in brightness
due to beat effects between the sample frequency and the LED driving frequency
will -be 1%. During slow scans this effect is even less . The pulse—wi dth modu-
lation applied to the LED varies from .5).Asec to 250 psec , providing a range
of diffuse brightriesses of a factor of 500 or 6.7 magnitudes .

The diffuse signal is then added to “specular ” signals to produce the
overall satellite signature . The specular signals are generated by a ring
counter or sequencer wi th variable durations of the glint and of the inter-
glint period . The sequence can be either a single train or a cyclic one .

Upon initiation of the “glint” sequence , a variable delay is generated
(LED off), adjustable between 40 rusec and 3.75 sec. This is fol l owed by the
first glint of duration variable between 4 msec and .4 sec . A second delay

8 
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of between 15 msec and 2.25 sec is then followed by a gate during which
multiple pulses of the same duration can be made. The multipl e-pulse
gate is variable between 65 rusec and 12 sec. During this multiple gate ,
glints can be produced at a variable rate between 50 Hz and .17 Hz. The
duration of these glints is variable between .1 msec and 250 msec . The
number of glin ts depends on the settings of the multi ple -pulse repetition
rate and the multiple -pulse gate width. All glints and the diffuse modu-
lation are of the same intensity . The desired apparent differences in
intensity are produced as a result of the sensor integration of the ex-
citation. A schematic of the LED driver circuit is shown in Figure 6.

A system for moving the LED and the constant-brightness satellite
across the star fiel d required compromise on availability . One good
mechani sm is a linear actuator driven by a screw thread , as i ncorporated
in the Northrop Simulator (Ref. 1). This provides the smoothest motion
and the widest-possible range of controllable velocities. The mechanism
is , however , capable of motion back and forth in one orientation only
unless the linear actuator can be mounted so as to turn about an axis
para llel with the apparent optical axis.

The method chosen was the X-Y positioning mechanism from a Mosley
7000AR chart recorder installed in the simulator. The device has a
theoretical positioning accuracy of .05” but this was attainable only
after extensive rework including replacement of the positioning wipers
and resistance elements and then fine-tunin g the servo electronics. The
recorder has i nternally-generated ramps which can , in combination , drive
the satellite in any direction over any part of the simulated star scene.
It is important in the tube evaluation to understand the effects of motion
components both parallel and perpendicular to the raster scan. In addi-
tion , the positioning may be driven externally from any function generator ,
allowing the simulation of nonlinear motion , which may occur in wide field-
of-view systems. A photograph of the X-Y positioning device is shown in
Figure 7. A flat-black cover behind the positioning arm has been removed
to show the mechanism. There is also a cover over the arm so that the
entire area of the X-Y drive is diffuse black except the locale of the
two satellites . This also helps minimize internal reflections in the light
box. The first combining glass is seen in the center of the figure with
the fiber-optics panel at left.

The effects of stellar scintillation and atmospheric dancing were
not simulated. Aside from the difficulty of this simulation , it had been
decided that the resolution element of the operational system would normally
be greater than the dancing limit and seeing effects ‘ :; US of small importance.

The lens used on the system is a Rank Taylor-Hobson Orthal 127-mm
focal length f/2.8 lens. This is the lens origina ’ly used in the AN/FSR-2
simulator. The operation of the simulator is not dependent on this particu-
lar lens; others may be substituted to obtain difference scale sizes at
the focal plane within the dimensions of the simulator structure .

9 
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Fabrication Techniques and Recommendations for Future Efforts
Mechanical -Optical

Stiffness of the simulator optical system is required in that the camera
should not shift with respect to the optical system and star field by more than
a resolution element. Since we are dealing with a thousand-element line , the
mechanical requirements are not stringent by comparison to high-resolution
imaging systems. The present simulator was built on a 4 X 12-inch aluminu m
channel . The entire apparatus was bolted to a wheeled table for ease in moving
it about the laboratory . No problems were encountered in this area . In future
systems, however , the layout could be improved.

The first major improvement would be to mount the camera at right angles
to its present position (see Figure 8). The main reason for suggesting the
change is to minimize scattered light within the simulator box. At each of
the combining glasses , approximately 1% of the light is reflected and 99% is
transmitted through the glass. This impl i es that 99% of the background light
in the present configuration is not reflected into the camera . This transmitted
light falls on the wall opposite the background array and , although the wall
has anti—reflection Nextel coating, some unwanted light is scattered. In
general , at both of the combining glasses, the stronger source should transmit
through the combining glass and the weaker should be reflected , in order to
minimi ze the internal light scattering. The l ayout shown above has the added
advantage of allowing more efficient baffling of stray light. Another method
of dealing wi th the scattered light in the present configuration would be to
recess the opposite wall and add egg-crate baffling.

In the suggested l ayout the required background intensity can be reduced ,
since almost 100 times as much background light falls on the camera faceplate.
However , the filters in the star—scene bundles must correspondingly be adjusted
to provide 100 times more light from the fibers . The background in the pro-
posed l ayout would still be out of focus with respect to the rest of the system
and probably of similar design to the present background source.

This l ayout adds the possibility of simulating stellar dancing due to
atmospheric effects by making the second combining glass an active element ,
i.e., slightly movable. For testing spaceborne systems , movement of the
smaller combining glass could simulate spacecraft positionin g or stabilization
errors for an analysis of system susceptibility to those errors. This l ayout
would al so slightly decrease the overall length of the simulator which had
been a problem in limi ted laboratory space available.

The simulator covers must be made as light tight as possible in order
to reduce the effect of room lights ,which increase the apparent background and
can introduce background shading. Light leaks posed a constant problem , never
adequately solved except by the extensive use of black drop cloths and turning
out all room lights during operations . In fabricating the light box , howeve r,
permanent seals are not desirable , -~as it is often necessary to adjust the posi-
tioning of the combining glasses . Ready access to the Interior of the box
appears mandatory .

10
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The present simulator used 3M Nextel (T.M.) paint sprayed on all interior

surfaces to minimize unwanted reflections within the box. There are , however ,
several brands of foam flocking available which seem better for this purpose.
Their advantage , in addi tion to better anti-reflection coating properties , lies
in the fact that they can be cleaned easily with a vacuum cleaner. The ~extelpaint scratches too easily and cannot be cleaned. For i rregular surfaces , how-
ever , the paint is easier to apply. The Nextel paint comes in brush-on or
aerosol containers . The aerosol variety appears to have better anti-reflection
properties, but extreme care must be exercised when spraying paint in the
vicinity of optical systems.

Filter Techniques for Establishing Brightness Steps

In the fabri cation of the holders for the neutral—density filters , pro-
vision for at least four fi l ter thicknesses should be included as shown in
Figure 9. This allows tailoring of each fiber bundle with a stack of filters
without resorting to custom (and costly) singl e filters made to a particular
neutral density . There are basically two types of neutral density fi l ter
available. The more expensive type is an absorption filter and is generally
more desirable since the total density of a series of these filters is equal
to the sum of the densities of the individual fi l ters. The other , less expen-
s i ve , type of neutral density fil ter is a reflection type. The light not
transmitted by an individual filter is reflected back to the source. When used
in series, the light will be reflected back and forth between adjacent fi l ters
so the total density of a series is not the sum of the individual filter densi-
ties. This poses problems in the initial calibration of the simulator and pre-
cl udes rapid changes in filter sets without recalibration . Use of the simulator
has shown that after initial calibration few changes are needed for the star
scene array, however , and this inconvenience is not serious . This can be mini-
mized by placing the most dense filters first in the filter holder. In the
satellite and background filter holders , however , many changes are necessary
to simulate the various backgrounds and satellites. In these filter holders
it would be wi se to use absorption-type neutra l density filters .

The filter boxes must have covers to prevent scattering or light leaks
past the filters , especially in the fainter magnitudes . Failure to replace
the filter box covers after adjustment caused confusing readings at times .
This is the same probl em experienced with crosstalk among fibers . It is
essential that no light leaks be permitted , especially in the fainter fiber
bundles .

Al though glass was used with anti-refl ection coating on one side , it
may be more advantageous to use a pe llic le or thin membrane-type beam-splitter
to reduce secondary reflections still further , especially if the modified lay-
out is used . The availability of large pel licles and their handlin g in this
installation is not known to the author. The near-zero thickness of a pe llicle
eliminates the secondary (doubled) image.

The present simulator does not have the faintest magnitudes of stars
distributed over the entire simulated fiel d of view. This was done to avoid
the necessity of stringing large numbers of fibers for the fainter magnitudes .
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In practice , the simulator is usually operated so that the faintest magnitude
“stars ” have a SNR of about one and are not completely resol ved . To the
casual observer the center of the picture appears to have a hazy patch and only
upon closer inspection can the fainter stars be seen along with the absence of
these stars outside the center of the picture . Since few measurements are
taken on these stars and they are only used to simulate the “clutter ” of
marginally -detectabl e stars, it has been suggested that they could be simulated
wi th a photograph or transparency combined with the image of the normal star
field. Thi s has the attraction of allowing simulation of marginally-detectable
stars over the whole field , rather than just in the center. Since the trans-
parency would simulate only a one or two magnitude range , it seems feasible to
use film. Work has been done at the ITEK Corporation in the generation of a
random array of stellar points on a transparency using a laser flying-spot
scanner. This would allow full simulation over the entire field but ne~..essi-tates combining a fourth image into the optical system in addition to the
original star field image , the satellite image , and the background.

Techniques in Working the Fibers

In the present simulator the fibers were inserted through the soft balsa
by hand. Other experimenters have had difficulty in pushing the relatively
flexible fibers through the wood. Apparently the hardness of balsa varies
greatly depending on the supplier. We overcame this problem by first pushing
a 10-mn needle through the balsa and following it with a fiber. The fibers
must first be cut to a suitable length , as they come in spools of 1 000 feet.
Several methods were tried to produce a clean cut and the best approach
appeared to be cutting with a razor blade . Any cutting mechanism that pinches ,
such as sc issors , will tend to shatter the end of the fiber , causing unpredict-
able transmission of light into and out of the ends of the fiber. At the filter
end the fibers were bundled together and cemented with epoxy . Care must be
taken to use an adhesive that does not craze the outer cladding of the fiber.
The cemented bundle was then cut with a razor and glued into the filter-holder
block. An attempt was made to polish the ends of one of the bundles with a
fine abrasive but this made no improvement of the transmission of the bundle.
It should be noted that in a realistic simulation , it is not desirable that
all the star fibers in a single bundle be exactly the same brightness as this
will produce a plot of numbers of stars versus brightness that is a step func-
tion , which is not the situation in the real world. In practice the variation
in brightness of star fibers of a single bundle was about 2.5, which coincided
favorably wi th the desired spread in brightness for a single bundle. When all
bund les are summed, there will be nearly continuous variation of star bright-
ness within the population .

Since the simulator was fabricated , several other brands of glass and
plastic fibers have appeared on the market wi th better spectral transmission
characteristics . Unless the spectral response of the simulator is of prime
importance, however , plastic fibers would be better both for their l ower cost
and greater mechanical flexibilit y and strength in fabrication.
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Several alternate schemes have been proposed for the satellite motion
simulation. The best of these, and the most reliable , is a linear actuator
driven by a lead screw, such as was used in the Northrop simulator. The
actuator should be repositionable so that the satellite may enter the scene
from any direction , and the drive should be capable of speed variation.

A problem not addressed in the present simulator was the situation of
multiple satellites with the field of view moving at different rates. This
was incl uded wi th the Northrop simulator by the additi on of second combining
glass and target-motion mechanism . The simulation of multiple targets will
have to be accomplished in order to set up tactical problems for fully auto-
matic MTI devices . Since one of the tactical problems would be two satellites
crossing very near each other, it is mechanically difficul t to mount both
satellites in the same image plane . Two good approaches would seem to be that
of Northrop, adding a combining glass for each extra satellite , or relying on
an imaged CRT with electronically generated multiple images as has been done
by RCA . The former approach becomes cumbersome in the optical system and the
latter has only a limited dynamic range of brightnesses , although any number
of satellites could easily be generated.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Al though the complete development of the simulator took place over a
period of 2-1/2 years, it has been essentially in its present form for 1-1/2
years. During that time it has proven to be a very useful tool in the evalua-
tion of television sensors and MTI devices.

The simulation covers a full 17 visual magnitudes of stellar bright-
nesses and provides realistic distributions , along with both brightness back-
grounds and satellites . The simulation has been developed to the point that
visiting observers watching the monitors have mistaken the simulator for real
world data . The device has been found to be especially valuable in the set-up
of camer as, saving many manhours of telescope operation time . In addition it
has been used to simulate tactical problems for MTI devices being tested on-
site or through video tapes supplied to MTI developers .

While no data taken on the simulator were used directly, they were used
extensively In the evaluation of video sensors to explore trends in tube per-
formance as camera operating parameters (such as scan rate , integration time ,
and tube voltages ) were varied to gain a more complete understanding of the
tube . In addition , the simulator has been used to generate tapes used by the
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory in order to understand human factors
problems in satellite detection with a man-in-the-loop operation .

The OPOS simulator has been moved to the GEODSS Experimental Test Site
being established by MIT Lincoln Laboratory , Inc. for continuing use in the
development of techniques of detecting satellites using television-type sensors .

~~ 13
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APPENDIX

An ‘A tlas ” of the positions of stars in the simulator by indivi dual visual
magn itudes.

Eac h bund le of f ib ers , representing a specific visual magnitude , i s s hown in
an individual photo graph and in a photograph with the reference dot array
shown in Fi g. 1.-i for ease in locating the stars. These photographs represent
“finding charts ” in the astronomical sense. The “Atlas ’ is captioned by bundle
number as identified in Table U.

FIGURE 1—1. REFERENCE DOT ARRAY
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